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We discuss various interesting features in the behavior of exotic constituents of nuclei such
as hyperons and mesons, in particular, with emphases on the aspect of exotic halos which
are formed in general by short-range repulsion and long-range attraction. Specifically, A
and £ hypernuclei and pionic nuclei arc discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the present paper the author will discuss various interesting aspects of exotic con-

stituents of nuclei such as hyperons and mesons. By "exotic" we mean any particle other

than protons and neutrons. The ground and low-lying states of ordinary nuclei already involve

the meson degrees of freedom, as revealed in nuclear magnetic moments [1,2], but the mesons

here are only virtual constituents. Very recently it was pointed out and emphasized [3,4] that

negative pions may weli form narrow bound states with definite energies a"d quantum num-

bers in contrast to the simple-minded belief that nuclear states with any strongly-interacting

particle should have too broad widths to be identified as discrete states. Thus, we are moving

from virtual jiions to real pions. This aspect turns out to be more or less common to other

hadrons.

Let us first look at Fig.I, which shows schematically the nuclear excitation spectra involv-

ing exotic constituents. In the non-strangeness sector we expect ir~ bound states just below

the pion emission threshold, which is far below the A excitation region. We may expect

double JT~ states near 2m,c ! as well. They are new types of nuclear excitation.

In the strangeness sector the ground state is that of A hypernuclei. We also expect £

bound states just below the 2 threshold, but we do not yet know the character of highly-

excited continuum of the 5 = - 1 sector, i.e., whether it is a highly excited state involving a

A particle (/=0) or a deeply bound broad state of a I) particle (/=1). At much higher energy

we expect K~ boun negatively-charged hadrons such as JT", K~ and 2~ should form at least

Coulomb-assisted hybrid bound states [5].
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Fig.l General sdieme of nuclear excited states at intermediate energy involving exotic

constituents.

From the viewpoints of hadrou compositeness these discrete states are characterized as

families of quark cluster, where the hadrons reveal themselves as identifiable particles with

relatively shallow binding. Whether they keep their free properties (masses and sizes) or

not is a very important issue to be addressed experimentally. There are some theoretical

accounts such as Nainbu and Jona-Lasinio (Gj, but fewer experimental findings [7,8). The

author believes and hopes that precise and well-desigued experiments on nuclear structures

involving exotic constituents will give a decisive answer on this problem. Detailed analyses

of nuclear magnetic moments (deviation from the isovector type) by the present author [9)

have shown that the effective nuclear magneton is reduced by about 10 % in heavy nuclei

over the free nuclear magneton, but no sizable effect in light nuclei is seen. It would be

extremely important to deduce the masses of pious and hyperons when they are embedded

in nuclei. The spectroscopy of exotic constituents which will come and develop in the 1990's

will contribute to deeper and wider understanding of nuclear phenomena.

The present paper comprises the following subjects; A liypernuclei, £ hypernuclei, pion
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bound states, and concluding remarks.

2. A HYPER.NUCELI

The A jjarticle is the ground state of all the S——1 particles. It is also stable inside

nucleus and ultimately decays via Die weak interaction. The A particle is considered to be

distinguishable from nucleons, but to what extent? This is an intriguing question from the

viewpoint of Pauli blocking iii the quark level. A A particle may feel repulsion inside a nucleus

presumably because of quark blocking effect, but phenomeuologically such a repulsion can be

understood in teniu of a repulsive part of the interaction. Thus, it seems to be difficult to

disentangle these two effects.

rUml

0 I

Fig.2 Tiie A - ""He potential calculated by Kurihara ct ul. [12] from the two-body YN

interactions (denoted by ISLE). The density of A is pushed outward by the repulsive

central part.

To the famous "ovcrbiuding problem" of ^He, namely, the observed binding energy of A in

''He is too small compared with the theoretical estimate, were given two explanations. One is

to ascribe this to the Pauli blocking in the quark level [10, 1 lj; the numbers of u and d quarks

exceed C, which would violate the Pauli principle if they should occupy the same state. On

the other hand, Kurihnnt ct at. [12] accounted for the binding energy of * ^ c based on the

two-body A-nucleon interaction which involves a repulsive core. They introduced a A —4 lie

potential of the wine-bottle type, as shown in Fig.2, which is characterized by a long-range

attractive part and a short-range repulsive part. The density distribution of the A bound

state is not the one expected from the Woods-Saxon potential but is pushed outward because

of the repulsive core. This weakens the non-mesic decay and helps restore the mesic decay

fraction, thus giving a higher weak-decay rate. This model gives a better explanation for the

observation.
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The pionic decay of A hypernuclei, A —t p7r~, ii!r°, is suppressed in nuclei clue to the Pauli

blocking of the decay nucleons as well as to the orthogonality of fie Is wavefunction of A and

the nucleon wavefunction of quantum numbers other than Is. This blocking may be restored,

if the ground state of A is not identical to the nucleonic Is wavefunction. Thus, the pionic

decay rate of heavier A hypernuclei is extremely sensitive to the behavior of A particle in

nuclei ("null method" to probe anything unusual). Recently it was shown that the n~ mesic

decay can be enhanced very much by the pion distortion [13, 14]; its brandling ratio is as

large as 1 % even in heavy hyperuuclei. Of course, it depends on the form of the ground state

of A. Thus, piouic decay provides very important information on the wavefunction of the A

ground state.

The A particle is expected to form its own shell orbits down to the ground Is state, while

the nucieonic shells down to the Is orbital in heavy nuclei are hindered from observation

simply because a Ucepl hole state is a highly excited state with too broad spreading width. The

recoilless production of A hypernuclei in (K~, TV~) reactions, the idea dating back to Feshbach

and Kerman [15] produced a number of A hypcrnuclci of substitutional configurations {j^1 '

JA)0+ at CER.N and DNL [10]. Nowadays, the (7r+,K+) reaction is recognized as a powerful

tool to populate singlc-particlc orbitals of A (17,18] because of its feature of large momentum

transfer (<; >300 MeV/c) which matches the required angular momentum transfer to form

stretch states; {Jnljh)J = Jn+JA- A successful experiment was carried out at BNL [19], which

showed shell structure of A up to J"Y. Certainly, more precise data up to j ^ P b are awaited. A

dedicated experimental plan is in progress at KEK by constructing a Superconducting Kaon

Spectrometer (SKS) which spans a large acceptance while keeping a good resolution [20]. At

Los Alamos an ambitious plan to accelerate pions (PILAC) to 1 GeV is seriously considered

to achieve high-resolution (ir+, K+) spectroscopy [21].

In earlier days hypernuclei were produced and identified in emulsions and bubble cham-

bers, where K~ mesons were stopped. The hypernuclci were not identified in direct (K",ir~)

reactions, but were residual products after indirect reaction processes. In a recent counter

experiment at KEK [22], where K~ mesons were stopped in several targets and pions were

measured with a high-resolution magnetic spectrometer, copious production of \H hypcrnu-

clei was found. This hypeinudeus is easily identified by the monoenergetic ir~ of 133 MeV/c

momentum from its decay JH —» *He + ir~.

While this phenomena was vaguely known in old emulsion experiments [23], .the modern

experiment made it possible to obtain quantitative and systematic information, and triggered

us to shed light on the old problem. Yamozaki proposed "hyperon compound nucleus" [24]

based on the fact that the A-nucleon effective total cross section is around 30 mb in nuclei

irrespective of lab momentum, indicating that the mean free path of A in nuclei is 2 fm or

so. Thus, a A particle of this momentum range easily transmits its energy to a nucleon which

successively causes another collision, thus forming a compound nucleus involving a A particle.

Tamura at al. [25] accounted for the large yield of ^H in this way. The optical potential of A
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in nuclear matter was calculated by Yamamoto and Bando [2Gj. There is no experiment yet

to measure the total absorption cross section of A by a nucleus.

Yainazaki [24] emphasized that the major stream of 7 transitions of hypernuclei as well

as pionic decays should proceed through continuum compound nucleus after a K~-nucleus

reaction. This situation is something remincsccnt of the famous in-bcam 7-ray spectroscopy

invented by Morinaga and Gugclot [27]; before 13G3 nuclear reaction 7 rays had been sought

in connection with "clean" direct reactions, but in 10G3 it turned out that 7 rays from "dirty"

compound processes are abundant, simple and much more informative.

From this context one can imagine decay-pion spectroscopy in connection with 7 ray

measurements after K" absorption. It is a useful feature that the decay pions are delayed

transitions with respect to the reaction pions. To this end a new superconducting toroidal

spectrometer which has been built at KEK will be used [28].

3. S HYPERNUCLEI

The E hypcron is unstable in nuclei because of fast EN —* AN conversion. Its decay

width in nuclear matter was estimated to be 20 MeV [20j. The deduced imaginary part of

the optical potential, VVQ = —10 MeV, is compatible with the information from £~ atoms

[30]. Nevertheless, whether a E forms nuclear discrete states or not has been a very intriguing

problem, since the CERN experiment reported narrow resonance states above the £ threshold

in (K~ ,?r~) reactions on 9Bc [31]. Successive experiments claimed further evidences for narrow

resonance states in 12C and I0O targets [32]. Other groups reported experimental results more

or less similar [33,34]. The presence of narrow resonances would mean i) that the conversion

rate is suppressed by unknown mechanism and ii) that the emission of 2 particle is hindered

very much by another unknown mechanism. They are hard to understand.

The Tokyo group started pion spectroscopy from stopped I<~ by means of a high-resolution

spectrometer, which was designed and used for heavy-neutrino search in the K+ decay [35].

It was emphasized [3C,37,3S] that the (stopped K~, Jf) reaction must be effective for the

population of hypernuclci because of the suitable momentum transfer (q — 170 MeV/c for E

and 250 MeV/c for A) as well as of the large production rate of E, while the recoilless [K~,n)

reaction favours only states of substitutional configurations which are necessarily unbound

resonance states. Therefore, to produce bound states of £ the stopped-K~ method was

believed to be powerful.

Hayano [39] made an analysis of new inclusive 12C(stopped K~,ir+) reaction data of high

statistics to deduce the E"-nuclcus potential (both real and imaginary) based on the theo-

retical procedure of Morimatsu and Yazalci [40]. The experimental data turned out to prefer

a shallow potential and/or a large absorption width. They were not compatible with the

indication of the narrow resonances, namely, a deep potential (Vo = —20 MeV) with a small

imaginary part (Wo = —3 MeV). Thus, the issue of narrow resonances remains unsettled.

After 19SS the Tokyo group concentrated on few-body systems involving a E particle.
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They performed (stopped K ,jr*) experiments on ''He target [41]. The spectra they obtained

are shown in Fig.3. The (K~,7r+) spectrum shows a quasi-free continuum of S" production

with an end point of 172 MeV/c. The spectrum above this point is dominated by a free

£ + —• n7T+ decay fraction centered at 18G MeV/c, and shows no evidence of a bound state.

On the other hand, the (K",7r~) spectrum reveals a significant bump just above the endpoint

of the quasi-free continuum of S. There is no way to ascribe this part to the known background

process, and hence it was assigned to a bound state of jHe. The binding energy is 3.2 ± 0.3

(statistical) and the width is 4.G i 0.5 (statistical) with additional systematic errors due to

the ambiquity in the tail subtraction. It must be the ground-state with quantum numbers

/ = 1/2 (since there is no counter part in the (K~,JT+) spectrum) and 5 = 0 (because of

non-spin-flip nature of the reaction). Note that the (stopped K~,r~) spectrum exhibits a

distinct line corresponding to the ground state formation of J\He.
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Fig.3 4He(stopp«l K", ff*) spectra, measured by llayano el a/, [41).

An old bubble chamber experiment by Rooscn et al. [42) obtained a spectrum of 4He(stopped

K",7T") with an exclusive fund state A + p + d. It is overlaid on the present spectrum of
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Fig.3. This process selects A after E —t A conversion, thus suppressing the quasi-free contin-

uum and enhancing the bound-state formation of E. Although the statistics and the energy

resolution are poor, the peak of this spectrum coincides the present bump position, strongly

supporting the evidence of the bound-state formation. It would be nicer to have sucli an

exclusive spectrum with better resolution and statistics. In the near future new experiments

on (stopped K~, 7T~) in coincidence with A —• pit' will be carried out at KEK.
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The exclusive data shown above was, however, explained without invoking a bound-state

by the authors themselves [42], but ill order to fit tlie data with two-step processes K"p—>

Eir" and EN —» AN they had to assume unrealistically the intermediate E mass to be 15 MeV

smaller than the free E mass. The expected spectrum with the free mass as depicted by the

dotted curve indicates unambiguously that the peak at 173 MeV/c is nothing but the bound-

slate formation. Whether a threshold cusp at BE(S) = 0, as seen in an exclusive spectn-n of

the d(K",7T") reaction, appears or not is an interesting question, but the presently observed

peak is not at the threshold at all.



The Akaishi group of Hokkaido University [43j had predicted the presence of a narrow

ground state of this energy and width in £He based on the two-body YN interactions which

are compatible with the Nijmcgen D parameters. According to their calculation the counter

part £-'• (J =3/2) has no bound state. This means the presence of a large Lane term (t -T) in

the S-nuclcus potential, which originates from the spin-isospin dependence of the two-body

YN interaction. In the spirit of quark substructure this phenomena is related to the fact that

j._n lias 7 d quarks which cannot be accomodated in an s state, while there is no such excess

in jj'le (only 5 d quarks) (11). The £~-nucleus potential and the density distribution of £

calculated by Harada ct al. [44] are shown in Fig.4. The reason why the ground state of jHe

has a narrow width is clear fro;n this figure. Namely, the £ feels a short-range repulsion due

to the hard core of the YN interaction in addition to the long-range attractive force. Thus,

the bound state is a halo state.

In general, the width of a state JIC in an imaginary potential VV r̂) is given by

S -2Wa /"V,. ((r)r2dr (1)

A halo state resides partially inside the nucleus so that the width is reduced accordingly.

There could be another interpretation of the data. For instance, Oset et al. [45] claims

that the potential parameters, Va = — 12 McV and \Va = —3 MeV, would account for the

data. However, if we apply these parameters to heavier nuclei, we would expect narrow bound

states everywhere, which seems to contradict the experimental data [30]. So, we can say that

the narrow ground state of Jlle provides an evidence for exotic halo formation of E.

Now that a milestone for the narrow bound state of £ is established, the next problem is

to investigate whether or not an exotic halo is present in heavier nuclei.

As far as £~" is concerned, the long-range Coulomb attraction can accomodate many

bound states no matter whether the £~ nucleus optical potential is attractive or repulsive

[5]. Such Coulomb-assisted hybrid bound states arc characterized by narrow widths because

of the half nuclear and half atomic nature.

The bound state spectrum depends very much on the form of the optical potential. If

the ^"-nucleus interaction is repulsive, shallow bound states of narrow widths are expected.

Akaishi's group [4G] predicted a repulsive core which persists in heavy nuclei and studied the

spectral shape of (K",ir+) reactions. At the moment nothing is known experimentally. If one

could identify some of these bound states anywhere, it would trigger further development.

4. STRUCTURE OF REAL-P1ON BOUND STATES

Pious are known to play an important role in nuclei as virtual constituents, but, in contrast

to £ hyperuuclei, no experimental search has been done on "real" pionic nuclei, although a
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number of attempts to look for evidence of pion condensation were done in the past. The

form of pion-jmcleus optical potential has been studied for a long time (47) and by now the

best parameter sets to explain pionic atoms and low-energy pion reactions have been obtained

[48]. The energy shift and the width of pionic atoms have been measured precisely, but for

obvious reasons the pionic-atom spectroscopy is not possible beyond so called last orbitals,

where the pionic-atom x-ray cascade ceases due to piou absorption.
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Recently, Toki and Yamazaki (3] showed that the deeply bound ir~ states down to the Is

state of heavy nuclei should exist with narrow widths, which can be produced by suitable
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nuclear reactions. The reason for narrow widths is simple; the local part of the pion-nuclcar
potential is repulsive so that ir~ forms a Coulomb pocket just outside the nuclear surface.
The potential and the density distributions of the Is, 2s and 2p states are shown in Fig.5.
This aspect had been recognized by Friedman and Soff [40j who first studied the Is states in
heavy and superlieavy nuclei, but did not consider them as experimentally accessible objects.
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Toki and Yamazaki proposed to _isc charge-exchange reactions such as (n,p) and (d,2He)

to populate deeply bound 7r~ states. This reaction is characterized by the Yukawa vertex u —*

pjr~, whidi docs not take place in free space (olf energy shell) but the it' can be transferred

to n heavy target with a momentum transfer q = 200 MeV/c. In other words, the virtual pion

involved in the projectile neutron is converted to a real pion as a nuclebound state. So, this

icaction is called "pion-transfcr reaction". The expected line profile in the reaction 208Pb (n,p)

is shown in Fig.G together with the level scheme calculated. The cross section is assumed to be

10% of the plane-wave estimate. We immediately recognize [DO] that these states !r~ ®508Pb

are resonance states in 2OST1, which constitute a new family of Gamow-Teller resonances just

below the pion emission threshold, because the reaction process AT = AS = 1 corresponds

to the excitation of unnatural parity-states, J = £,, parity = —( — 1)J.

An experiment to search for deeply bound ir~ states in the 2UBPb(n,p) reaction was carried

out [51] at the TRIUMF CHARGEX facility [52], where a (nearly) monoenergetic secondary

neutron beam from the primary \h\ (p,n) reaction at 420 MeV was used to induce (n,p)

reactions. The experiment revealed a smooth continuum spectrum in the 140 MeV excitation

region without discrete structure. The cross section of the continuum was found to be 0.S

mb/sr/MeV, and an upper limit of 0.35 nib/sr was deduced for a possible peak cross section.

Since the (n,p) reaction suffers from insufficient statistics, an alternative reaction, namely,
20SPb(d,2He), was tried [53]. Such an experiment was possible and two correlated protons were

measured with the SPES4 spectrometer system by Ellcgard ct al. [54] to study A resonance

states. The analysis of experimental data is in progress.

The nuclear distortion effect on the formation of piouic states by the (n,p) reaction is

large [55,50]; it reduces the cross sections by 0.1 - 0.01 over the plane-wave estimate. This is

because the momentum transfer, q = 200 MeV/c, brings a large angular momentum transfer

{<llta ~ G) in the peripheral region where the incoming and outgoing particles survive, which

does not match the required angular momentum transfer for the Is and 2p states. There are

some other ways to produce the deeply bound n~ states, as discussed in fief. [3, 50]. Is'ieves

and Osct [57] proposed to use (7,7r+) reaction. Another interesting idea was developed by

Dando ct al. [58] on the direct formation of pionic bound states from hypernuclear weak decay

A —t p i r " .

More recently, Toki ct al. [59] considered to use (n,d) or (d,3He) reactions which produce

pionic states on a neutron hole state jn with configuration (£«j~1)JL. It is shown that the

momentum transfer q = 200 McV/c at Tn = COO MeV perfectly matches thcrequired angular

momentum transfer (C, = 0, \i3/i)L=Q. The elementary cross section is also peaked around

Tn = GOO MeV, and hence this reaction appears to be suitable. The DWIA cross section is

around 50 ^barn/sr.

The deeply bound n~ states have many interesting features:

i) Since n~ forms a halo, its binding energy and width dependes very much on the nuclear

surface, in particular, on the neutron radius. If the neutron radius is 0.1 fm larger than the
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proton radius, the binding energy is lowered by 70 keV [GO]. So, precise measurements will

help deduce the neutron skin part experimentally.

ii) We know the optical potential only as seen from far outside the nucleus, while the Is

mid 2p states will tell us directly the potential to describe the deeply bound states. Whether

the potential seen from the inside is the saute as that from outside is an interesting question.

This issue is related to the anomaly of pionic atoms.

iii) Systenialics of deeply bound states will not only provide experimental sources of

information on the form of the pion-nucleus potential but also give new access to clarify the

issue as to whether the pion property is modified in nuclear medium or not.

iv) Energy splitting of piouic states of configuration {Cij~*)J give precise information on

the pion-nucleus residual interaction acting in bound states. They also involve information

on the coupling of pionic states with nuclear collective motion.
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Fig. 7 An example of experimental configuration for recoil spectroscopy of inverse kine-

matics.

To achieve utimate goal, namely, high-resolution spectroscopy of pionic states, we need

new experimental methods. As one of such possibilities Yainazaki et al. (61J proposed to

employ the inverse kinematics uy exchanging the projectile and the target. Namely, hcavy-

ion beam of 208Pb of intermediate energy, say, 400 MeV/u, hits a light target d and a light
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recoil products such as 2He (two correlated protons) or 3Ue will be measured. An example

of experimental configuration is shown in Fig.7.
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Fig.8 Expected recoil spectrum assuming the (u,p) cross section with disterrtion factor
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With the method of inverse kinematics we can not only attain a higher mass resolu-

tion (Au» = 100 keV) than with the conventional method, but also produce pionic states

on unstable exotic nuclei. Such a dreamful spcclroscopy will be realized at the new GSI

synchrotron/cooler ring [62]. An expected spectrum of 3Hc recoils in the 208Pb (400 MeV/u)

+ t (target) reaction leading to 3He (recoil) + TT~ ®20a Pb is shown in Fig.8. If one could

measure the momentum and its direction of recoils precisely, a high resolution spectrum will

be obtained, which will make the peak/tail ratio higher, resolve fine structure and determine

the natural width as small as 100 keV.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have seen that the bound states of exotic particles are generally characterized by

halo structure. The halo structure results from a long-range attraction and a short-range

repulsion. The halo structure makes the absorption widths of those states narrower and thus

make the states observable as discrete states despite the strong nuclear absorption. In 1990's

new experimental facilities will be launched, where experimental studies of exotic constituents
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will bloom.
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